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Highly efficient hybrid warm white organic light-emitting
diodes using a blue thermally activated delayed
fluorescence emitter: exploiting the external
heavy-atom effect

Dongdong Zhang, Lian Duan, Yunge Zhang, Minghan Cai, Deqiang Zhang and Yong Qiu

To attain high efficiencies in hybrid white organic light-emitting diodes (WOLEDs), mutual quenching of the fluorophors and phosphors

should be minimized. Efforts have been devoted to reducing the triplet quenching of phosphors; however, the quenching of fluorophors

by the external heavy-atom effect (EHA) introduced by the phosphors is often ignored. Here, we observed that conventional fluorophors

and fluorophors with thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) behave differently in the presence of EHA perturbers. The

efficiencies of the conventional fluorophors suffer greatly from the EHA, whereas the TADF fluorophors exhibit negligible changes,

which makes TADF materials ideal fluorophors for hybrid devices. WOLEDs using a blue TADF fluorophor and an orange phosphor

achieve a maximum forward viewing external quantum efficiency of 19.6% and a maximum forward viewing power efficiency of

50.2 lm W21, among the best values for hybrid WOLEDs. This report is the first time that the EHA effect has been considered in

hybrid WOLEDs and that a general strategy toward highly efficient hybrid WOLEDs with simple structures is proposed.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent conceptual advancements have led to many exciting ap-

proaches to white organic light-emitting diodes (WOLEDs).1–4 For

practical use, high efficiency and long lifetime are the most critical

parameters. Blue phosphors can obtain high luminous efficiency but

suffer from short lifetime, while blue fluorophors are exactly the

opposite.5,6 Efforts have been devoted to resolve the tradeoff between

the high efficiency and long lifetime by combining the advantages of

phosphors and fluorophors, that is, by fabricating hybrid WOLEDs

with blue fluorophors and green/red or orange phosphors.6–9

To attain high efficiencies in hybrid WOLEDs, mutual quenching of

the fluorophors and phosphors should be minimized. It has been long

realized that the quenching of the green and red phosphorescence by

the low triplet energy fluorophors is one of the main losses of excita-

tion energy in these devices.6 Therefore, a ‘triplet harvesting’ strategy

by doping a blue fluorophor and red/green phosphors in separated

regions of high-triplet-energy host materials has been proposed 1,10

and is further improved by incorporating blue fluorophors with high

triplet energy (T1) to prevent the undesirable ‘back energy transfer’

from the phosphors to the blue fluorophors.2,7,8

However, the heavy metal in the phosphors introduce an external

heavy-atom effect (EHA) in the emissive layer (EML) and may lead to

quenching of the fluorescence due to the increased singlet (S1)–triplet

(T1) intersystem crossing (ISC) rate (kISC) constant and the radiative

or non-radiative decay rate of triplet excitons (kp) of the fluoro-

phors.11–13 This process could be another possible mechanism of

energy loss in hybrid WOLEDs, especially for the WOLED with a

single EML, even though this process has been ignored in previous

studies.1,2,14 The quenching process between the fluorophor and the

EHA perturber is rather complicated and not fully understood.12

Multiple factors would affect the fluorescence quenching, such as

the temperature, the distance between the fluorophor and the EHA

perturber, and the nature of the fluorophor and perturber, respect-

ively.12,15 Berberan-Santos et al. reported that even though the

intrinsic quenching constants are very similar for phenanthrene-iod-

ide and C70-bromobenzene systems, for phenanthrene-iodide, the

quenching effect is high, while for C70-bromobenzene, the quenching

effect is low as the competing decay processes are fast.15 The same

group of authors also observed that both kISC and the rate of reverse

ISC (kRISC) of C70 are significantly improved when an EHA perturber

is introduced, as the singlet–triplet split (DEST) of C70 is very small.11

Notably, the ratio of the thermally activated delayed fluorescence

(TADF) to the prompt fluorescence is higher than the unperturbed

C70 at elevated temperatures,11 suggesting that the loss in TADF is less
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significant than that in the prompt fluorescence, most likely due to the

existence of the competing T1RS1RS0 channel even though the radi-

ative decay rate of C70 S1 is low.16 Therefore, a conventional fluorophor

with a large DEST and a TADF fluorophor would behave differently in

the presence of an EHA perturber, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S1a

and S1b. It is conceivable that recovery of the total photoluminescence

(PL) efficiency in the presence of an EHA perturber might be possible for

a fluorophor with both a smallDEST and a high radiative decay rate of S1.

Only recently, Adachi et al. developed efficient pure organic TADF

materials with small DEST, while maintaining a high radiative decay rate

(kr) by carefully tuning the overlap of the highest occupied molecular

orbital and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.17–19 Therefore, it

would be important to understand how a TADF fluorophor would

perform in the presence of a phosphorescent EHA perturber.

Here, the effect of phosphorescent EHA perturbers on the PL beha-

viors of a TADF fluorophor is studied for the first time. It is observed

that the TADF fluorophor is much less sensitive to the EHA perturber

than the conventional fluorophors due to the almost unchanged kISC

and enhanced kRISC. By doping a yellow phosphor and a blue fluor-

ophor with TADF into a single EML, hybrid WOLEDs with a max-

imum forward-viewing external quantum efficiency (EQEmax) of

19.6% and a maximum forward-viewing power efficiency (PEmax) of

50.2 lm W21 are achieved, The total EQEmax of 33.3% and total PEmax

of 85.3 lm W21 were also recorded using an integrating sphere. The

high efficiency is achieved by minimizing the possible quenching pro-

cesses between the phosphor and fluorophor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The TADF fluorophor, 1,4-dicyano-2,3,5,6-tetrakis(3,6-diphenylcarbazol-9-

yl)benzene (t-Bu4CzTPN), was synthesized according to the method

reported in the literature,19 with 3,6-diphenylcarbazol being replaced by

3,6-di-tert-butylcarbazole. Dipyrazino[2,3-f:29,39-h]quinoxaline-2,3,6,7,10,-

11-hexacarbonitrile (HATCN) was purchased from LG Chem China

Investment Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China), while N,N9-bis(1-naphthalenyl)-

N,N9-diphenyl-[1,19-biphenyl]-4,49-diamine (NPB) was purchased from

Beijing Visionox Technology Co. Ltd. (Beijing, China). N,N,N-tris(4-(9-

carbazolyl)phenyl)amine (TCTA), 1,3-bis(9H-carbazol-9-yl)benzene (mCP)

and 3-(1,19-biphenyl-4-yl)-5-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-4-phenyl-4H-1,2,4-triazole

(TAZ) were purchased from Jilin Optical and Electronic Materials Co. Ltd.

(Changchun, Jilin province, China). The 2CzPN was purchased from Xi9an

Polymer Light Technology Co. Ltd. (Xi’an, Shanxi province, China).

PL characterization

Ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra were recorded using an Agilent

8453 spectrophotometer. The films were spin coated on the quartz sub-

strate using dichloromethane as the solvent, which was volatilized before

the measurement. The concentration of mCP was 10 mg mL21. The

thicknesses of the films have little effect on their PL characters. The PL

efficiencies and spectra of the films were measured using an absolute

photoluminescence quantum yield measurement system (Hamamatsu

C11347). The PL transient decay curves of the films were measured using

a transient spectrometer (Edinburg FL920P).

Device characterization

The device structure of the hybrid WOLEDs was ITO/HATCN (5 nm)/

NPB (40 nm)/TCTA (10 nm)/mCP (11 nm): 6 wt-%, 10 wt-% and

20 wt-% 2CzPN: 0.2 wt-% PO-01/TAZ (40 nm)/LiF (0.5 nm)/Al

(150 nm). The OLEDs were fabricated by thermal evaporation under

high vacuum (,731024 Pa) onto clean ITO-coated glass substrates.

The forward-viewing electrical characteristics of the devices were measured

using a Keithley 2400 source meter, while the total ones were measured

using an integrating sphere (Bluefly illumia 610). The electroluminescence

spectra and luminance of the devices were obtained on a PR650 spectro-

meter. All the device fabrication and characterization steps were performed

at room temperature under ambient laboratory conditions. For measure-

ment of the transient electroluminescence characteristics, short-pulse

excitation with a pulse width of 15 ms was generated using an Agilent

8114A pulse generator. The amplitude of the pulse was 10 V, and the

baseline was 23 V. The period was 50 ms, the delayed time was 25 ms

and the duty cycle was 30%. The decay curves of the devices were detected

using an Edinburg FL920P transient spectrometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To compare the effect of EHA on the TADF materials and conventional

fluorophors, a TADF fluorophor (t-Bu4CzTPN) and two conventional

fluorophors, bis(10-hydroxybenzo[h] quinolinato)beryllium com-

plex (Bebq2) and tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminum (Alq3), were

selected. Here, Alq3 was selected as a widely used conventional fluor-

ophor, while Bebq2 was selected because it possesses high triplet energy

with a small DEST of 0.2 eV,20 but not sufficient for TADF emission.

The emission of the latter was approximately 490 nm, which can rep-

resent the high triplet blue fluorophors used in hybrid WOLEDs.

Dichloro(1,5-cyclooctadiene)platinum(II) (Pt(COD)Cl2), iridium(III)

[bis(4,6-difluorophenyl)-pyridinato-N,C29]picolinate (Firpic) and tri-

s(phenylpyrazole)iridium (Ir(ppz)3) were used as EHA perturbers for

the fluorophors. The molecule structures are shown in Figure 1a. To

solely determine the effect of the EHA on the PL characteristics of the

fluorophors, the excitation wavelength should be carefully selected to

ensure that in the experiment, the phosphors cannot be excited and act

only as EHA perturbers. Therefore, excitation wavelengths of 490 nm,

430 nm and 430 nm were selected for Firpic, Ir(ppz)3 and Pt(COD)Cl2,

respectively, as observed in Figure 1b and 1c. To study the EHA in a

rigid medium,13 mCP was used as a host here. The absorption spectrum

of pure mCP shown in Supplementary Fig. S2 indicates that the mCP

cannot be excited with an excitation wavelength of 430 nm or 490 nm,

which rules out the interaction between the mCP and EHA perturbers.

The concentration of the fluorophors is fixed at 5 wt-%, while those of

the phosphors are steadily increasing.

The efficiencies of the films of mCP: 5 wt-% fluorophors: x wt-% (0;

5; 10; 15; 20; 25) phosphors are measured. As observed in Figure 2a

and Supplementary Fig. S3, compared with the sharply reduced effi-

ciencies of Bebq2 or Alq3, with increasing concentration of the phos-

phor, the PL efficiencies of t-BuCzTPN are only slightly affected. The

Stern–Volmer plots for quenching of these fluorophors by phosphors

are presented in Figure 2b and Supplementary Fig. S3. The plots clearly

demonstrate that the efficiency of Bebq2 and Alq3 are significantly

quenched, whereas that of t-Bu4CzTPN is only slightly affected. All

the spectra of these films are presented in Supplementary Fig. S4. The

spectra of these fluorophors are identical as the concentration of the

EHA perturbers increases, indicating that the effect of the polarity

changing can be ruled out,18 and therefore, the change in the PL

characteristics of these films is mainly due to the EHA effect.

For conventional fluorescence processes, the triplet excitons formed

through ISC cannot be further recycled, and thus, the fluorescence

efficiency (wF) can be expressed as21

wF~
kr

krzkISCzknr

ð1Þ

Here, when the EHA perturber is introduced, kISC is greatly

increased, while kr and the nonradiative rate of singlet (knr) are not
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affected, resulting in significantly reduced wF. Therefore, the sharply

reduced efficiency of Bebq2 or Alq3 is due to the increased kISC with the

introduction of the EHA perturber; for a stronger EHA, more excitons

are lost, resulting in significant efficiency quenching. As observed in

Figure 2c and Supplementary Fig. S5c, with the increasing concentra-

tion of Ir(ppz)3, the lifetime of the decay curves of Bebq2 and Alq3 are

gradually decreased. The same trend was also observed when

Pt(COD)Cl2 was used as the EHA perturber (Supplementary Fig.

S5). The lifetime of the singlet excitons is expressed by22

t~
1

krzkISCzknr

ð2Þ

Because kr and knr are not affected, kISC should be greatly increased,

resulting in a reduced lifetime of the singlet excitons and confirming

our hypothesis above. The increase of kISC can be calculated using

Equation (2) and is shown in Supplementary Table S1. More triplet

excitons will be formed in these fluorophors, and the radiative decay of

the triplet excitons will be improved; therefore, such a system has been

widely used to measure the triplet energies of fluorophors.23 However,

as observed in Equation (1), if kr of the fluorophors is much higher than

the EHA-enlarged kISC, the effect of EHA on wF will be insignificant.

For the TADF fluorophors, as observed in Figure 2d and

Supplementary Fig. S5, the lifetimes of the prompt decay curves of

t-Bu4CzTPN are almost the same with or without EHA perturbers

(17 ns for mCP: t-Bu4CzTPN: Firpic, see Supplementary Table S1),

indicating that kISC of the fluorophors is less sensitive to the EHA

perturbers. The reason may be attributed to the high intrinsic kISC

of the TADF fluorophors without the perturber due to their small

DEST. As reported, the EHA will only affect the pre-exponential factor

but not the activation energy.12 The increase of kISC when an EHA

perturber is introduced is rather limited for the S1«T1 transition

compared with the intrinsically high kISC of the TADF fluorophors.

To further demonstrate that kISC is insensitive to the EHA perturber,

the transient decay curves of t-Bu4CzTPN in toluene solution without

degassing as the concentration of Firpic increased were also measured

(Supplementary Fig. S6). The lifetime of the transient decay curves

remains the same (10 ns, see Supplementary Table S1) as the concen-

tration of Firpic increases, further demonstrating that the kISC of the

fluorophors is less sensitive to the EHA perturber. The increase of

kRISC as observed for C70 derivatives11 with the introduction of the

EHA perturber, is the same as for t-Bu4CzTPN with a small DEST

because the EHA manifests itself mainly by an increase of the

SnRTn or SnrTn ISC rate constants. The small reduction of the PL

efficiency of t-Bu4CzTPN can be attributed to the increased non-

radiative decay rate of the triplet (knp) when the EHA perturber is

introduced.12 In contrast, when Pt(COD)Cl2 is used, the PL efficiency

of t-Bu4CzTPN is slightly increased (Figure 2a) within a certain range of

Pt(COD)Cl2 concentration. The different behaviors can be interpreted
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as the combinational effects of the processes of TADF fluorophors

affected by the EHA perturbers. This result demonstrates that under

some circumstances, if the knp is not increased significantly when the

EHA perturber is added, the PL efficiency of the TADF fluorophors can

even be improved. The combinational effects of ISC, RISC and non-

radiative decay processes of the TADF fluorophors under the effect of

EHA perturbers causes the PL efficiencies of these TADF fluorophors to

be almost unchanged or even to have the potential to be promoted

under certain circumstances, indicating that TADF fluorophors and

phosphors may offer an ideal solution toward high efficiency and stable

white OLEDs.

The importance of constructing hybrid WOLEDs is the selection of

guest emitters and its host. Here, the TADF blue fluorophor, 2CzPN, is

selected due to its high PL efficiency and EQEmax of 13.6% in the

optimized blue device.24 A commonly used yellow phosphor, PO-

01, is selected as the complementary phosphor.25 The efficiencies of

TADF materials are sensitive to the triplets of the hosts; hence, mCP

with high triplet energy is selected.24 Before the fabrication of devices,

the PL efficiencies of films of mCP: 10 wt-% 2CzPN: x wt-% PO-01

(where x50, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0) were measured, as observed in

Supplementary Fig. S7b. The efficiencies of mCP: x wt-% PO-01 films

were also measured (Supplementary Fig. S7a). The ratio of the blue

emission and orange emission can be calculated from the integral of

their own spectra, and hence, the PL efficiency of the mCP: 2CzPN:

PO-01 without EHA perturber can be calculated (Supplementary Fig.

S7). As observed in Supplementary Table S2, the experimental PL

efficiencies are higher than the theoretical ones calculated using the

spectra of those films. The reason may be attributed to the increased

PL efficiency of 2CzPN due to the EHA perturber of PO-01. The EHA

effect may increase the wRISC of 2CzPN as we discuss above. For com-

parison, the interactions between Bebq2 and PO-01 are also measured

because the emission of Bebq2 is close to 2CzPN. As observed in

Supplementary Fig. S8, the experimental PL efficiencies of mCP:

10 wt-% Bebq2: x wt-% PO-01 (where x50, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0)

are lower than the calculated ones, indicating that the EHA effect

may decrease the PL efficiency of Bebq2. Therefore, the positive syn-

ergy effects between 2CzPN and PO-01 made them a promising com-

bination to fabricate high-efficiency WOLEDs.

The structure of the device fabricated is shown in Figure 3a. Both the

fluorophor and phosphor are codoped into mCP as the EML, which is

sandwiched between the electron-transporting layer of the TAZ film

and the electron/exciton-blocking layer of the TCTA film. Meanwhile,
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NPB is introduced as the hole-transporting layer. Based on structural

engineering to enhance the efficiency and spectral quality of the

WOLEDs, optimization of the concentration of 2CzPN has been per-

formed with that of PO-01 fixed at 0.2 wt-%. The concentrations of

2CzPN are 6 wt-%, 10 wt-% and 20 wt-% for device A, device B and

device C, respectively.

All the devices exhibit warm white emission with the spectra cover-

ing the entire range from 400 nm to 700 nm, as observed in Figure 3b.

With an increasing concentration of 2CzPN, the intensity of blue

emission is gradually reduced due to the more efficient energy transfer

from 2CzPN to PO-01. Here, the emission of the mCP host remains

visible, indicating that energy transfer from mCP to 2CzPN or PO-01

is not complete. As observed in Supplementary Fig. S9c–9e, the blue

emission intensities of the devices are gradually increased with increas-

ing voltage, similar to the previous reported hybrid WOLEDs.8 The

Commission International de L9Eclairage coordinates of the white

devices changed from (0.38, 0.44) at 4 V to (0.33, 0.38) at 10 V for

device A, (0.38, 0.46) at 4 V to (0.32, 0.39) at 10 V for device B and

(0.43, 0.49) to (0.38, 0.45) for device C. The CRIs range from 53 at 4 V

to 62 at 10 V for device A, 53 at 4 V to 62 at 10 V for device B and 53 at

4 V to 62 at 10 V for device C. For light applications, the most import-

ant reference light source is the warm white standard illumination A

with Commission International de L9Eclairage coordinates of (0.445,

0.405), exhibiting higher intensity in the orange region.6 In addition,

candle-light-style OLEDs emitting yellowish orange light have been

demonstrated to be a physiologically friendly light at night.26,27

Therefore, devices A–C are physiologically friendly light due to their

relatively low intensities of blue emission.

The highest maximum forward viewing EQEs are 19.6%, 12.1% and

10.3% for devices with 20% (device C), 10% (device B) and 6% 2CzPN

(device A), respectively (Figure 3c). The low efficiency with lower 2CzPN

dopant concentration is partly due to the inefficient energy transfer. The

device with 20% 2CzPN produces a maximum forward viewing power

efficiency of 50.2 lm W21 (Figure 3d). Because illumination sources are

typically characterized by their total emitted power, our WOLED exhi-

bits a total EQEmax of 33.3% and a total PEmax of 85.3 lm W21 (mea-

sured using an integrating sphere), which roll off to 22.7% and

34.0 lm W21 at a high brightness of 1000 cd m22. To the best of our

knowledge, these values are among the best results reported thus far for

hybrid white devices (see Table 1) and are even comparable to the values

of all phosphor white devices.4 More importantly, considering the PL

efficiency of mCP: 20 wt-% 2CzPN: 0.2 wt-% PO-01 of 0.752 and

assuming an optical outcoupling efficiency of approximately 20%–

30%,28 the EQEmax of 19.6% approaches the theoretical maximum value
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(15%–22%), which indicates that the number of triplet excitons wasted

is negligible. For the blue TADF material, there are two parallel

approaches to minimize the triplet excitons lost, as demonstrated in

Figure 3a. On the one hand, because of the higher triplet energy of

2CzPN compared with that of PO-01, energy transfer from the triplet

of 2CzPN to that of PO-01 is energetically favorable, while the energy

back transfer from PO-01 is prohibited. On the other hand, as discussed

above, due to its small DEST, the triplet excitons in 2CzPN can be

thermally upconverted into the emissive singlet ones, hence further

reducing triplet loss. For hybrid WOLEDs using conventional blue fluor-

ophors with a large DEST, unity IQE can only be achieved when all the

triplet excitons are used in phosphors, which results in the restriction for

spectra tuning because the ratio of excitons used in blue fluorophors

must be lower than 25%. The method demonstrated here has the poten-

tial to allow free tuning of the emission spectra from cold white to warm

white similar to the all phosphor devices, although only warm white

emission is obtained for device A, and may achieve longer lifetimes than

the all phosphors devices.29 The mutual quenching of the fluorophors

and phosphors in such hybrid devices are minimized, making TADF

materials adequate for use in high-efficiency hybrid WOLEDs.

Though the efficiency roll-off of device C is rather high with only

58% of the highest EQE remaining at the brightness of 1000 cd m22,

it remains less significant than the monochromatic device using

2CzPN as the emitter, as shown in Supplementary Fig. S10. This

finding agrees well with former studies that singlet-triplet annihi-

lation and triplet-triplet annihilation dominate efficiency roll-off for

2CzPN-based devices due to the long triplet lifetime of 2CzPN

(273 ms).30 The narrow recombination zone due to the use of a

hole-dominant host of mCP may also account for the efficiency

roll-off of the device. To demonstrate our idea, we fabricated another

WOLED using a bipolar host of 2,6-bis(3-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)phenyl)-

pyridine (26DczPPy) with the same structure as device C. As observed

in Supplementary Fig. S11, the efficiency roll-off is significantly

reduced, with 85% of the highest efficiency remaining at a brightness

of 1000 cd m22, indicating that the performance of the hybrid

WOLEDs can be improved by selecting adequate hosts.

To reveal the energy transfer process in the devices, the transient

electroluminescence of devices A–C was measured. For comparison,

the transient decay curves of devices only doped with 2CzPN and PO-

01 were also measured. The transient decay curves for 2CzPN were

measured at 480 nm for 2CzPN and at 560 nm for PO-01.

As observed in Figure 4a, in the turn-off region, transient over-

shoots are observed from the decay curves at 480 nm after the voltage

pulse was turned off, evidently due to charge trapping in the blue

dopant.31 Therefore, direct charge recombination on 2CzPN in the

EML should occur. In addition, the recombination should also occur

on the host because the emission of mCP is observed from the EL

spectra, indicating that the energy of 2CzPN emission is also trans-

ferred from the host. Moreover, compared with blue devices using

2CzPN as the emitter, the ratio and lifetime of the delayed part of

2CzPN in the WOLEDs is increased rather than reduced. This result

can be interpreted based on the EHA effect introduced by the

Table 1 Device performances of some hybrid WOLEDs

EQEa
max EQEb

max PEa
max (lm W21) PEb

max (lm W21) CIE (x,y)

Ref 2 — 20.3%c — 57.6c (0.45,0.48)d

Ref 7 — 21.8% — 57.3 (0.48,0.44)d

Ref 8 — 26.6% — 67.2 (0.46,0.44)d

Ref 9 19.0% 41.7 (0.43,0.43)c

Device A 10.3% 23.0 (0.36,0.42)d

Device B 12.1% 24.5 (0.36,0.44)d

Device C 19.6% 33.3% 50.2 85.3 (0.42,0.48)d

Abbreviations: CIE, Commission International de L9Eclairage.
a Forward viewing efficiency.
b Total efficiency.
c Measured at 1000 cd m22.
d Measured at 100 cd m22.

1
Observed at 480 nm Observed at 560 nm

A: mCP: 6% 2CzPN: 0.2% PO-01
B: mCP: 10% 2CzPN: 0.2% PO-01
C: mCP: 20% 2CzPN: 0.2% PO-01
mCP: 6% 2CzPN
mCP: 10% 2CzPN
mCP: 20% 2CzPN

A: mCP: 6% 2CzPN: 0.2% PO-01
B: mCP: 10% 2CzPN: 0.2% PO-01
C: mCP: 20% 2CzPN: 0.2% PO-01
mCP: 0.2% PO-01
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Figure 4 (a) The transient decay curves of devices observed at 480 nm. (b) The transient decay curves of devices observed at 560 nm.
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phosphors, as discussed above, which improves the random change

between the excited singlets and triplets.

For PO-01, the excitons can be generated in three ways, that is, energy

transfer from mCP, energy transfer from 2CzPN, or direct recombination

of charges on PO-01. As observed in Figure 4b, no overshoots are

observed in the decay curves of PO-01 in the WOLEDs, indicating that

direct charge recombination on PO-01 is negligible. The energy trans-

ferred from 2CzPN to PO-01 can be determined by the longer lifetime of

PO-01 in WOLEDs compared with that of the device with only PO-01 as

the emitter (Figure 4b). The long-lived triplet excitons of 2CzPN trans-

ferred to PO-01 results in the long lifetime of PO-01 emission. The energy

transferred form mCP is also possible because excitons are also formed

on the host, especially at higher driving voltages.

The operation lifetime of device C was measured at an initial brightness

of 1000 cd m22 under constant current. As observed in Supplementary

Fig. S12a, the lifetime of device C is approximately 140 min. The lifetimes

of the monochromatic devices of 2CzPN or PO-01 in the same device

architecture are even shorter. Because PO-01 has been demonstrated to be

a stable emitter,25 we believe that the instability of the mCP host should be

one of the reasons for the short lifetime of the devices. Moreover, WOLED

with 26DCzPPy as the host has a much longer lifetime than device C

(Supplementary Fig. S12b), demonstrating that the stability of the hybrid

OLEDs can be improved by selecting better host materials.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the PL efficiencies of the

conventional fluorophors are effectively quenched by the EHA effect

of the phosphors, while those of the TADF materials are less affected

and may be slightly increased. Hybrid WOLEDs using a blue TADF

fluorophor of 2CzPN and a yellow phosphor of PO-01 achieved an

EQEmax of 19.6% and a maximum PEmax of 50.2 lm W21, correspond-

ing to a total EQEmax of 33.3% and a total PEmax of 85.3 lm W21.

Possible pathways of quenching, such as back energy transfer from

the fluorophor to the phosphor and the quenching of the fluorescence

of the fluorophor due to the presence of EHA, can be effectively blocked

in this type of hybrid WOLEDs. This method opens a new avenue for

achieving high-performance hybrid WOLEDs with simple structures.
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